ACCI Members

Tilak Agerwala
TKMA Consulting, LLC
Vice President (Retired), Data Centric Systems, IBM Research
Term Expires: 2019

Carlos Castillo-Chavez
Regents’ Professor, Mathematical Biology, Arizona State University
Rector, Yachay University of Experimental Technical Research, Ecuador
Term Expires: 2019

Deborah Dent
Chief Information Officer
Jackson State University
Term Expires: 2022

Daniel Goroff
Vice President and Program Director
Sloan Foundation
Term Expires: 2019

Susan Gregurick
Director, IGMS Division of Biophysics, Biomedical Technology, and Computational Biosciences (BBCB)
National Institutes of Health (NIH)

Patrick Heimbach – Member of OPP Advisory Committee
Associate Professor, Geological Sciences
Oden Institute for Computational Engineering and Science (ICES)
University of Texas at Austin
Term Expires: 2020

Michael Heroux
Senior Scientist, Computing Research Center
Sandia National Laboratories
Scientist in Residence, St. John’s University
Term Expires: 2021

Gwen Jacobs – ACCI Chair
Director of Cyberinfrastructure, IT Services
ʻIke Wai Program Director, Hawai’i EPSCoR Program
University of Hawai’i System
Term Expires: 2019

Ed Lazowska
Bill & Melinda Gates Chair in Computer Science & Engineering
Adjunct Professor of Oceanography
University of Washington
Term Expires: 2021
Rich Loft
Director, Technology Development Division (TDD),
Computational and Information Systems Laboratory (CISL)
National Center for Atmospheric Research
Term Expires: 2019

Ruth Marinshaw
Chief Technology Officer - Research Computing
Stanford University
Term Expires: 2022

Valerio Pascucci
Professor of Computer Science
Director, Center for Extreme Data Management Analysis and
Visualization (CEDMAV)
University of Utah
Term Expires: 2021

Kristin Persson
Staff Scientist, Joint Center for Artificial Photosynthesis
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory
Associate Professor, Department of Materials Science and Engineering
University of California, Berkeley
Term Expires: 2021

Padma Raghavan – Member of CISE Advisory Committee
Vice Provost for Research
Professor of Computer Science and Computer Engineering
Vanderbilt University
Term Expires: 2021

Ellen Rathje
Professor, Janet S. Cockrell Centennial Chair in Engineering
Civil, Architectural, and Environmental Engineering
University of Texas at Austin
Term Expires: 2022

Michela Taufer
Jack Dongarra Professor in High Performance Computing
Department of Computer and Information Sciences
University of Tennessee, Knoxville
Term Expires: 2019

Valerie Taylor
Division Director
Mathematics and Computer Science Division
Argonne National Laboratory
Term Expires: 2022

Karen Willcox
Director, Oden Institute for Computational Engineering and Sciences
Professor of Aerospace Engineering and Engineering Mechanics
University of Texas At Austin
Term Expires: 2022